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ABSTRACT

We introduce HowToCut, an automatic approach that converts a Markdown-formatted tutorial into an interactive video that presents the visual instructions with a synthesized voiceover for narration. HowToCut extracts instructional content from a multimedia document that describes a step-by-step procedure. Our method selects and converts text instructions to a voiceover. It makes automatic editing decisions to align the narration with edited visual assets, including step images, videos, and text overlays. We derive our video editing strategies from an analysis of 125 web tutorials and apply Computer Vision techniques to the assets. To enable viewers to interactively navigate the tutorial, HowToCut’s conversational UI presents instructions in multiple formats upon user commands. We evaluated our automatically-generated video tutorials through user studies (N=20) and validated the video quality via an online survey (N=93). The evaluation shows that our method was able to effectively create informative and useful instructional videos from a web tutorial document for both reviewing and following.
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INTRODUCTION

Tutorials illustrate how to complete specific tasks through a step-by-step procedure. Topics of a How-To tutorial can range from cooking, repair, sports, Do-It-Yourself (DIY), to many other categories [44, 50]. The demand for online tutorials has vastly increased [45, 49, 50], especially during the recent COVID-19 pandemic with an increase of skill learning and home projects [41]. Thanks to the easy access to recording devices and online platforms, tutorial creators have built long-time community efforts to share and co-edit procedural knowledge [31, 45]. As of year 2020, wikiHow offers over 232,000 web articles in 19 languages by 1,000 experts globally. Their content covers a wide range of themes, illustrated by 4 million images or supporting files [53]. iFixit offers 75,000 manuals for consumer electronics and home appliances [20].
Instructables has collected more than 325,000 tutorials in 15 years on DIY topics [26].

It is common to present tutorials as either a text-driven document with step images or videos, or a stand-alone video that describes the task procedure [45, 50]. Prior studies have shown that tutorial formats benefit viewers differently in learning: Tutorial documents are efficient for glancing through a procedure; videos are effective in showing the exact actions for task following, especially when presented as steps [9, 48, 59]. With a voiceover, videos further support viewers who prefer listening to the verbal instructions while observing the actions [50]. Existing digital platforms make it easy to share instructions as a web document or a video, however, it is less common that tutorial authors share both formats due to the editing efforts required. This forces learners to choose one or the other medium to follow a task.

In this paper, we introduce HowToCut, an automatic approach for converting step-by-step text and visual instructions in a document to a video that can be interactively reviewed (see Figure 1). We focus on online tutorials composed in the Markdown format, a popular markup language that enables tutorial authors to collaboratively edit multimedia instructions [17, 20, 53], derived from the revolution of Wikipedia and open source communities. HowToCut analyzes a Markdown-formatted tutorial and makes automatic video editing decisions. It partitions and enhances text instructions, generates a synthesized voiceover, and processes and presents step images and videos to reveal the step-by-step structure. Tutorial followers can review the tutorial as an interactive video in our conversational UI. They can navigate the narrated video based on steps and explore the detailed instructions shown in different formats when following a task.

We evaluated our automatically-generated video results from 40 existing web tutorials. To gather audience feedback, we conducted two user studies with a total of 20 participants and an online survey with 93 respondents. The findings suggested that our method was able to effectively create informative videos from a tutorial for viewers to review and follow instructions. Our work makes the following contributions:

- An automatic approach to generate instructional videos from a Markdown-formatted tutorial and provide interactive navigation.
- Methods to automatically convert a structural tutorial document to a video, which enhances text instructions for a voiceover and presents visual instructions with editing effects, including text overlays, looping, zooming, and camera motion.
- An evaluation of automatically generated videos from web tutorials with DIY enthusiasts and general audience.

2 RELATED WORK

HowToCut builds on prior work of computational techniques that convert documents to new presentations, generate videos, and create interactive tutorials. We review and discuss our relationship with the related efforts in these topics.

2.1 Document Content Conversion

To enable wider audience to consume web content, there is a considerable amount of research in converting a document to a multimedia format, including speech, slideshows, and videos. Research in accessibility demonstrates methods to generate verbal description of a web page [2, 18] or a graphical user interface [58] based on its document or UI hierarchy. By prioritizing high-level information, the narration better guides users to follow a document. To visualize content, recent work automatically segments Wikipedia or web articles and animates as a slideshow [7, 60] or a non-narrated video [8, 29]. When a text-driven document does not include adequate visual materials, keywords from paragraphs are used to find relevant stock images to enhance a slideshow [33, 56]. The advancement of natural language understanding also introduces new ways for document navigation, such as questioning and answering [25, 43].

These prior arts extract document content, often designed for linear navigation of non tutorials. We focus on presenting instructional content for viewers who aim to follow procedural instructions. Our approach considers the amount of information in a tutorial given its document structure, while enabling viewers to navigate instructions and select presentation formats interactively.

2.2 Automatic Video Creation

Creating effective videos is an effort-consuming process. Post editing can be especially challenging, as it requires iterations to organize footage, place cuts, and apply visual effects. Prior research has proposed a variety of methods to automate video editing fully or partially [4, 19, 47], often tailored for specific domains. Berthouzoz et al. provided an automatic tool for placing cuts and transitions on interview footage [3]. Without footage, video frames can be automatically synthesized from text [33, 42, 51], documents [8, 29], or physical activities [22, 55]. For physical tasks such as cooking and DIY projects, video footage can cover a wide range of topics, making it difficult for automatic techniques to accurately edit. By involving human authors to provide high-level annotations, semi-automatic approaches can speed up the editing process [10, 46]. Video data can further support human editing, such as using transcripts of conversational videos [11, 32] or the audio signals [39].

Our work automates the video creation process for a specific domain: procedural knowledge. Instead of making automatic edits on raw footage and dialogues, we focus on instructional articles that contain text instructions and visual materials covering various levels of details. Our method selects and edits content based on the document structure for guiding viewers’ attention, which differs from prior work that generates non-interactive videos.

2.3 Tutorial Creation and Consumption

It requires intensive time and efforts to create a tutorial, especially to edit and present concise guidance [45]. To reduce the editing difficulty, researchers have proposed computational techniques to present procedural knowledge as diagrams [1], documents [15], how-to videos [10, 46], or mixed-media tutorials [9, 38]. These require source footage and automatic or human-provided annotations that existing online tutorials do not provide. Tools can also convert public tutorials to new presentations, including a mixed-media interface for skimming [48], a voice-based interface for physical tasks [5, 6], or augmented experiences [36, 37, 57]. We share the goal of making instructional content useful based on tutorial followers’ preferences and needs. Our method maintains the tutorial
structure and provides the content breakdown for interactive navigation. While we do not claim novelty in the tutorial presentation, we present a unique automatic technique of converting a tutorial document to a useful format.

3 EXISTING PRACTICES OF INSTRUCTIONAL VIDEOS

To understand the common editing practices of instructional videos, we examine 125 publicly-available web tutorials and their corresponding videos. We derive a set of design principles for converting a step-by-step tutorial to a How-To video, and confirm our observation with video producers.

3.1 Video Analysis

Recent studies identified common editing techniques applied in instructional videos, including text overlays, visual annotations or zooming to highlight details, and verbal cues in the voiceover [10, 48, 50]. As we are interested in the correlations between a tutorial document and an instructional video, we collected examples from YouTube channels of popular instructional platforms that offer user guides of physical or software tasks, including (in alphabetical order) AllRecipes.com, Google Help, iFixit, Instructables, and wikiHow. We looked for video tutorials where their video description explicitly included the supplementary document and confirmed if their instructions were aligned (see Figure 2). We asked six in-house paid raters to annotate the time codes of each step in a source tutorial as shown in its corresponding video.

Table 1 shows the results. On average, each rater spent 15 minutes to map a 15-step tutorial to a 97.5-second video. Given the video segments mapped to the tutorial steps, we observed how the voiceover and the visuals align. We found that most videos are designed to be concise. Each step may include a few instructional sentences that describe a specific action, followed by brief details or tips. The same step in the web article often contains more detailed notes that are excluded in the video. Videos often include the same structure and step titles from the documents, but are often shorter in length.

For videos that have a voiceover, the narration typically runs continuously without a long break or silence. A step commonly starts with a key word, such as the step number ("Step one") or the ordering ("First", "Next", and "Finally"). Most of the voiceover exactly describes what is shown in the video. For example, a step "Open the app" would show the exact action tapping the app on a phone screen. For another example, when hearing "Add the essential oil" in the voiceover, the video shows the exact motion dropping oil into a bowl. We observed similar editing techniques suggested by prior work [10, 50], including text or graphical annotations that highlight critical information.

3.2 Discussion with Video Producers

To understand the common practices from professionals, we conducted a one-hour interview with two professional video producers who created a series of instructional videos for hardware devices in our organization. We learned about their existing practices and verified our findings. To produce a video, professionals start from collecting instructional details, writing a script, and planning detailed visuals that match the script. Once the script is finalized, they capture a set of footage of the step-by-step procedure with the

Figure 2: For a tutorial from the same author, we compared the presentation of its web article (left) and the instructional video (right). For an article, we reviewed the step information (index, title, detailed text instructions, and image or video). For a video, we reviewed the text overlays, video cuts, and transcript if available. Tutorial source: wikiHow, "How to Make Apple Juice" and its YouTube video, shared with permission from wikiHow.
duration of each step in mind. In the post-production phase, professionals never alter the speed of the voiceover in order to provide a consistent tone. They carefully align the visuals with the voiceover illustrating specific instructions. Each video has a consistent visual style, so that the audience can easily identify the brand and details. Such a production process is time- and budget-consuming, often involving multiple iterations.

### 3.3 Design Guidelines

Based on the findings from our video analysis and prior work, we propose four design guidelines for tools that convert a tutorial document to an instructional video.

- **Focus on instructions.** A tool should maintain the original instructions without incorrectly manipulating the content. It should reveal the step-by-step structure in the same ordering as shown in the source document.
- **Align voiceover and visuals.** Verbal instructions should match the visuals in a video. Use text overlays to provide additional anchors and highlight critical information.
- **Provide concise content.** Different from a web tutorial that commonly includes detailed information and tips, a video should concisely describe the instructions with an adequate amount of details to engage viewers.
- **Consistent editing.** Consistent editing styles make content easy to follow, including the same speech rate, text annotations, pacing, and visual effects. When necessary, apply editing techniques such as zooming and panning to guide viewers’ attention.

## 4 TASK FOLLOWING WITH HOWTOCUT

We present HowToCut, an automatic approach that converts instructional content from a Markdown-formatted tutorial to an interactive How-To video. We focus on tutorials that describe a step-by-step procedure, where each step contains both text instructions and step images or videos. We develop an end-to-end solution that extracts the multimedia assets and the hierarchical information from a Markdown document, and automatically makes both temporal and visual decisions of placing content in a video. Our generated videos present the extracted step images and videos with a synthesized voiceover of the text instructions. Tutorial followers can review the instructions via HowToCut’s conversational user interface, which provides a step-based video timeline and navigation options (see Figure 3).

To help us illustrate the functionality, assume that a user, Maurie, is looking for a tutorial to set up her Wi-Fi router at home. Maurie identifies a web tutorial with a title that matches her interests and decides to follow the instructions. She opens HowToCut’s UI on a smart display and specifies the web article. She then sees a three-minute video in the UI (see Figure 3a), composed of eight steps (see Figure 3b). Here, the video is automatically generated by HowToCut, which retrieves the source document via the tutorial site’s API to fetch the instructions and re-format the content as a video that can be reviewed interactively.

HowToCut presents a tutorial overview as a video by visually illustrating the steps with a synthesized voiceover that narrates the key text instructions. Via the action list on the UI (see Figure 3-2), Maurie plays the video from beginning, which starts with an introduction (“To set up your Next WiFi”), followed by the steps in a linear sequence with verbal connections in between (including “First”, “Next”, and “Finally.”) Each step shows a title (e.g., “Connect the router” for Step 3 in Figure 3a) with more information in the voiceover. Maurie could focus on the actions shown in the video frames, while listening to the voiceover to follow the details.

After seeing the video, Maurie has her device and tools ready for installation. She wants to know more instructions of the step before starting the work, so she activates HowToCut with a hotword and asks it to “Show the step of router connection” (see Figure 3e-1). The UI jumps to Step 3 and talks back with the step title, “Here is Step 3, Connect the router.” It then plays the full step video that HowToCut automatically created, which narrates the full text instructions and zooms to focus on the actions (see Figure 3d). Later, Maurie wants to confirm the details of password settings. She identifies Step 4 from the animated thumbnail. Instead of playing the video, she reveals the text with the side-by-side view (see Figure 3c) and quickly finds the information. With this UI, Maurie has the full control to review instructions of a specific step in the format based on her needs when following a task.
5 VIDEO CREATION FROM A MARKDOWN-FORMATTED TUTORIAL

HowToCut automatically makes video edits in both the temporal and visual domains to present instructions from a Markdown-formatted tutorial (see Figure 4). First, it extracts the instructions and hierarchy. For text instructions, HowToCut partitions text instructions and adds narration for connection; for visual instructions, it performs saliency detection for reframing. With the synthesized voiceover from text and the step images or videos, it organizes assets to create an instructional video and a dialog script for navigation. Below we describe our video creation algorithm.

5.1 Tutorial Analysis

HowToCut takes an input of a Markdown-formatted text document that annotates instructional content in the Markdown language [17] (see Figure 5a). Using a Markdown renderer, HowToCut retrieves the document as a tree structure for parsing. Popular tutorial platforms—such as wikiHow [54] and iFixit [21]—commonly define their customized Markdown formats and provide public guidelines for community contributors to follow. For examples, the heading markup `##` denotes a step title, and ![Video](step2.mp4) presents a video file given a filename. Based on these public guidelines, we convert the structural content to the step-by-step tutorial scheme we defined (see Figure 5b). We assume that a tutorial document $D$ is composed of a linear list of $K$ sections, denoted as $D = \{sec_k, k \in K\}$. A section $sec_k$ can be an introduction or a tutorial step, which includes:

- An ordered list of $M$ text instructions, each as a sentence, denoted as $T_k = \{text_i, i \in M\}$ where $M > 0$. Based on the Markdown format, $text_i$ can be annotated as a step title, a tip, a list item or other element.
- An ordered list of $N$ visual instructions such as step images and videos, denoted as $V_k = \{visual_j, j \in N\}$ where $N > 0$. Each item...
has a duration \(d_j^{\text{visual}}\). For a video file, the duration is its video length. We assign a minimum duration (3 seconds) to an image.

Using this scheme, our pipeline parses each Markdown node to build a tutorial structure and partition the text into sentences, as Figure 5c shows.

### 5.2 Content Enhancement

HowToCut enhances a tutorial’s structure to help viewers follow the instructions. Language studies suggest that transitional words—such as “first, then, finally”—build connections between ideas, especially to emphasize event sequences [52]. However, tutorial guidelines may avoid using transitional words in document writing to provide concise instructions [54]. The connection is shown via the document format, including step indices and blocks (see Figure 2 left). To convert written text instructions into a voiceover with verbal connections, we define two bags of transitional words, including (1) a tutorial goal used in the introduction section (e.g., “Follow this tutorial to learn how to (...) from the document title) and (2) step indices or progress (e.g., “Step one,” “Step two,” ... or “First”, “Next”, “Then”, and “Finally”). Based on the tutorial structure, we expand the text instructions of each \(sec_k\) as \(T'_k\) = \(\{text_i, i \in M'\}\), where \(M' \geq M\). For example, the introduction (\(sec_0\)) calls out the tutorial title, where the first step (\(sec_1\)) starts with “First” and the following step (\(sec_2\)) starts with “Next”. HowToCut generates a Text-to-Speech (TTS) voiceover for each sentence \(text_i \in T'_k\), each has a voiceover duration \(d_i^{\text{text}}\).

### 5.3 Video Creation

HowToCut places the step-by-step text and visual instructions into a series of video scenes. Inspired by existing How-To videos that we learned from our formative analysis, we aim to concisely present the visual assets with a continuous voiceover that describes the instructions. For each step, we select critical content and apply video editing techniques to compose the materials.

#### 5.3.1 Content Selection

HowToCut selects a subset of text instructions as the voiceover and visual instructions as the graphical frames from each step. Learned from our analysis, a written tutorial commonly contains detailed text instructions and tips that might not be necessarily ideal for narration. To make an instructional video concise, we design a strategy to include all key information (step indices and titles), while adding extra supportive content based on the duration of visual materials. To formalize our selection algorithm, for each section \(sec_k \in D\):

1. Select the critical text instructions as the voiceover, \(V O_k = \forall text_i[\text{transition, title}] \in T'_k\). Acquire its total duration as \(d_i^{V O} = \sum_i d_i^{\text{text}} + d_i^{\text{pause}} \times S\).
2. Retrieve the duration of visual instructions \(V_k\) in this step as \(d_i^{\text{visual}} = \sum_j d_j^{\text{visual}}\).
3. If \(d_i^{V O} < d_i^{\text{visual}}\) (i.e., the voiceover is shorter than the visuals that would cause an audio gap), add the next text instruction \(text_{i+1} \in T'_k\) with an updated duration \(d_i^{V O} = d_i^{V O} + d_i^{\text{text}}\). Repeat this until \(d_i^{V O} \geq d_i^{\text{visual}}\) or \(\forall text_i \in T'_k\) have been added to \(V O_k\).
4. If \(V O_k \not\subseteq T'_k\) (not all text instructions are included in the voiceover), prepare a voiceover of the full step video \(V O_k^{\text{full}} = \forall text_i \in T'_k\) that narrates the full text instructions. Acquire its duration \(d_i^{\text{full-VO}}\).

We found it unnecessary to perform summarization or partial sentence selection using language models to avoid alternating the instructions. We aim to provide a consistent mechanism for users to navigate the content, although models trained on specific topics could potentially enhance our constraint-based method.

#### 5.3.2 Visual Composition

Once collecting a series of instructions, HowToCut organizes the assets onto the video timeline and makes editing decisions, including video effects and text overlays (see Figure 6a). The audio track of a video contains the voiceover of all steps \(V V O_k \in D\). As for the video frames, HowToCut composes timestamped visual layers: For each step, the base layer is a step image or a video. It adds a text layer for the title or list item using predefined graphical layouts. For example, a title is shown at a consistent location for viewers to quickly access the information. A text layer is visible while their corresponding voiceover is playing.
5.3.3 Video Editing and Reframing. By default, we present the step images or videos without adding visual effects until the voiceover of the step is complete ($d_k^{V(O)}$). If their duration falls short of the voiceover ($d_k^{visual} \leq d_k^{V(O)}$), we extend the image duration or loop the video until $d_k^{V(O)}$. However, these basic effects might not be optimal, especially for the instructions with a long voiceover. A static image without transitions can easily lose viewers’ attention; video looping can distract or confuse viewers. Prior work has suggested the effectiveness of video transitions for instructions, such as zooming to an author-labeled object [10]. Therefore, we post-edit a full step video with zooming effects to engage viewers in the instructions (see Figure 6b).

For each step image and video, we perform face and object detection to identify salient objects or focal points [13, 14]. We sample the video every 0.1 seconds to annotate the frame. Each label has an identity name (e.g., face, apple, bowl), a bounding box (the position of the object shown in the frame), and a confidence score (ranged between the minimal threshold until high confidence as 1). Similar to prior work that automatically reframes an edited video based on scene content [12, 30, 34], our pipeline ranks the objects in a frame given their confidence scores, region sizes, and locations.

We render the static image or loop the step video into a video $v_k$ at length $d_k^{full-V(O)}$ of this step. We then dynamically move the camera view of $v_k$ to focus on salient objects from the labeling results (see Figure 6c). We design a camera motion path to highlight the region of interest (ROI) of salient objects that have a major occupancy toward the center of a scene: The camera view starts from the full frame at $t = 0$, smoothly zooms to one salient object, moves on to another one or two objects, and zooms back to the full frame at the end of the video. The intention is similar to how a person moves the camera to multiple objects sequentially to illustrate the scene. In this way, a result video $v_k'$ can have a more dynamic visual focus with a voiceover that describes detailed instructions. Our post-editing method considers the source video resolution and constrains to zoom to at most 50% of the frame. The camera path is smoothed based on a constrained velocity to avoid abrupt or fast motion. This approach supports multi-shot or looped source videos by moving to multiple ROIs continuously across different shots. If no ROI is identified, the video is looped without reframing.

5.4 Dialog Creation and Interactive Navigation

HowToCut provides additional metadata for progress tracking and instruction navigation. For each step, it annotates the start and end time in the edited video, along with the full text instructions that can be revealed in the UI (see Figure 3c). Our UI provides a conversational agent with predefined dialogue templates (e.g., “Want me to replay the video?” and “Here is Step [index], [title]”) and navigation commands (e.g., “Play the video” and “Go to Step 4”) similar to recent work [48]. In addition, we track users’ video playback progress and dynamically adjust the navigation menu, such as “Play from beginning” and “Play this step”.

Finally, we provide a basic Questioning and Answering (Q&A) mechanism using Semantic Reactor, which enables free-form content matching with pre-trained language models [25]. This is ideal to support different phrasings from the tutorials that a user might describe. We serve each step title and its text instructions as a pair of question and its response. When user provides a voice command outside of the predefined action list (e.g., “Show the step of router connection” in Figure 3e)-1, we use the Semantic Reactor to anchor the step that is the highest ranked with similar semantic meaning (e.g., Step 3, “Connect the router”).
5.5 Implementation Details
To retrieve the document structure, we use a Markdown renderer developed by our organization that takes an input document of the GitHub Flavored Markdown format [35], similar to common open-sourced tools [27]. For text instructions, we synthesize the voiceover using Google’s Text-to-Speech API [24] and set a constant synthesis speech speed at 0.5 (i.e., neutral speed rate). For the narration purposes, we remove parentheses in text instructions and include pauses between sentences ($t_{\text{pause}} = 0.35$ seconds learned from voiceover studies). Our engine automatically retrieves the Markdown document and its multimedia assets through the tutorial platforms’ API, similar to prior work [8]. Our pipeline processes images, videos, and audio files and renders these multimedia materials into a MP4 video based on open source frameworks including MediaPipe [23]. Finally, the Web-based UI is developed using standard HTML5 and JavaScript for video control and the Web Speech API [16] for speech input and output. The automatic editing decisions were saved as metadata and can be edited by a human editor for video re-rendering.

6 RESULTS
To examine the generality of HowToCut and the quality of the generated videos, we created a dataset of 40 existing web tutorials and describe the examples of video outputs from our pipeline.

6.1 Dataset
We selected 40 Markdown-formatted tutorials in 12 categories from the formative dataset we analyzed. These are real-world, publicly available examples, including tutorials from wikiHow.com (shared with permission from wikiHow) and other sources. We selected one to four tutorials from each category based on the following criteria: (1) The step structure is clearly annotated by the Markdown language and follows the tutorial platform’s guidelines. (2) The steps are presented in an linear order. (3) Each step contains at least a title and an image or video clip. We filtered articles that have a talking head or audio in any step video, which are not common in popular platforms serving tutorial documents.

6.2 Method and Results
We performed the end-to-end pipeline using HowToCut and were able to create both overview videos and full step videos for all the 40 web tutorials. For each tutorial, HowToCut took an average of 6 minutes to generate the TTS audio files of the same male voice and speech rate (0.5), and 5 minutes for planning and rendering one video. In addition to creating the default videos using the algorithm described in Section 5, we also generated three other video versions via naive approaches for comparison: a complete video that narrates all text instructions and is similar to a screen reader, a compact video that narrates only the step titles, and an introduction video that narrates only the introduction section while concatenating the step images or videos altogether.

Table 2 shows an analysis of the source documents HowToCut captured and the output details with our dataset. In total, our pipeline captured 406 steps that are composed of 23,371 words, 129 images, and 252 videos (8.13-second long on average) from the 40 tutorials. HowToCut added 461 connection sentences to the content, making it a total of 1,968 voiceover sentences saved as individual audio files. On average, each tutorial has 10.48 steps and includes 584.28 words, supported by 3.23 images and 6.30 videos. The generated default video is 82.45 seconds long (with 189 narrated words), two minutes shorter than a complete version of 215.08-second long that is similar to a screen reader.

Figure 7 shows a sample set of videos created by HowToCut. Overall, the automatically-generated videos followed the design guidelines we derived: HowToCut presents concise instructions in a video by organizing the step-by-step procedures in an linear order from the source document. The voiceover, the text overlays, and the visuals are aligned to describe each step in all the videos.

We observed that the voiceover effectively illustrates the step details, so that viewers can focus on the visual actions shown in the video at the same time. This is different from reading a web tutorial that requires a learner focusing on either reading the text or watching the step video. In addition, the text overlays of step titles provides additional visual guidance. HowToCut makes consistent decisions on both the audio and visual timing. The voiceover has a reasonable pace with short pauses in between, unlike conventional screen readers that narrate a document continuously. All the videos contain a certain amount of edits, including subtitles, looping, and cuts. For a long voiceover, HowToCut effectively zooms to the region of interest for either an image or a step video (see Figure 7c and d).

7 USER EVALUATION
To evaluate the generated videos by HowToCut and understand how they further support tutorial following, we conducted two user studies. Study I investigated the video quality, including a remote interview study with 12 participants who are DIY enthusiasts and an online survey with 93 respondents. Study II investigated how users followed an automatically-generated video tutorial with navigation control through our UI.

7.1 Study I-1: Viewer Inspection
In the first study, our goals were to (1) understand if tutorial viewers would accept the video quality of an automatically-generated video and (2) verify if the automatic content selection was adequate. We hypothesized that users would find HowToCut’s videos reasonable and show a preference toward a shorter video that contains necessary instructions. To answer these assumptions, we designed an interview study with 12 participants from our organization.

7.1.1 Study Design. We sent a study invitation to multiple special interest groups of DIY enthusiasts, including crafting, hardware and wood workshops, and others. There were over 10,000 recipients of our listers. We received 84 sign-ups through the screening survey. We recruited 12 participants (6 females) who had recently reviewed at least 10 tutorials (either a print copy, a web document, or a video) in the past three months. While we were not able to record and report the age or ethnicity information, participants were professionals of different roles in software industry and all aged over 21. Participants self-reported their familiarity in following tutorials as a Median of 5 (Very Familiar) and creating instructions as $M = 4$ (Familiar). The expertise in video production was $M = 3$ (Neutral).
Table 2: HowToCut converted step-by-step instructions from 40 web tutorials of 12 categories into 160 videos of various video lengths (in seconds), each presents different levels of instructional details.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source Document TTS Voiceover</th>
<th>Output video duration (d in seconds) &amp; # of words (w)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td># of steps</td>
<td># of images</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AVE</td>
<td>10.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIN</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAX</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>419</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Each participant received a $25 gift card for their participation in a 60-minute remote session.

**Materials.** We selected four tutorials from our dataset of four categories, including: How to Make Apple Juice (denoted as T1), Do String Art (T2), Bump a Volleyball (T3), and Make Gummies (T4). The tutorials were from the same source (wikiHow) in order to provide a consistent instructional style and content quality for reviews.

For each tutorial, we created four videos (i.e., four conditions) as described in Section 6.

**Procedure.** Each session started with video evaluation, followed by tutorial annotation, content review, and a questionnaire. First, participants were asked to review four videos from different tutorials one-by-one. We counterbalanced the tutorials and conditions so that each participant reviewed only one video from T1 to T4, each of a unique version. After each video review, we asked participants...
to answer five 5-point Likert-scale questions in terms of the easiness to follow (Q1), if they understand the instructions (Q2), the pace (Q3), the length (Q4), and the amount of content (Q5) in the video. The scale is ranged from Strongly Disagree (1) to Strongly Agree (5) to each question. For Q3 to Q5, if participants’ response was 3 or below, we asked a follow-up question: if the video was too fast or slow (Q3), too long or short (Q4), or has too much or little content (Q5), or if they were unsure. All 12 participants experienced each tutorial and each version.

Once participants finished reviewing four videos, we provided the source tutorial content of the last video they saw. We extracted the text and image or video asset from each step into a slide deck. Participants were asked to highlight the full or partial sentences that they would include in a How-To video as if they were the tutorial author. They were asked not to edit the text instructions at the word level. Next, we introduced a preliminary review UI showing the editing decision by HowToCut of the same tutorial and had participants inspect the details.

7.1.2 Results. Overall, participants found the automatic video editing decisions reasonable (M = 4) and commented on HowToCut’s advantages as, “It automates the bulk of the work to create video tutorials” (P10), “Helps leverage existing content to reach a wider audience without having to invest excessive editing time” (P7), “It greatly simplifies the process of turning a written tutorial into a video, eliminating the need for learning and using complicated video-editing software.” (P2), “It provides a relatively painless way to transition from web and text to video” (P5), and “it would save a lot of time and encourage publication through multiple media outlets” (P1). Below we discussed the findings on video quality.

Instructions were easy to follow. Table 4 shows participants’ feedback on HowToCut’s video quality. All participants found HowToCut’s default videos easy to follow (Q1) and could understand the instructions (Q2) (both M = 5). P4 explained, “The voiceover helped me focus on seeing the volleyball movements in the video, much better than reading text.” HowToCut’s structural alignment ensures the voiceover matches the step visuals. P2 commented, “It makes it super easy to line up the right words with the right visuals, and understand the length of each part.” To participants, it was highly noticeable if the text instructions did not match the images or videos, where the introduction video condition failed.

**Pacing and video length were adequate.** Participants agreed that the pace of our default videos was right (M = 4 to Q3), especially the voiceover, as noted by P9 who is an expert on accessibility technologies. On the contrary, the naïve approaches failed: Narrating every text instruction from a written tutorial was rated slow (the complete video), while narrating only the step titles is too fast (the compact video). The responses to the amount of content (Q3) reflected similar ratings. The length of HowToCut’s videos received the highest rating (M = 4.5 to Q4).

**Automatic editing decisions were reasonable.** Participants strongly agreed that the concept of automatically converting a step-by-step tutorial to a video was straightforward (M = 5). They pointed out that composing a blog post or a document is typically faster than editing a video, but an article can include too many details that are not suitable for a voiceover. Take T3 (volleyball) as an example. It is especially difficult to include the detailed verbal descriptions when a video best illustrates a sport activity. In the exercise of selecting text instructions from the source tutorial into a video script, all of the participants selected sentences from paragraphs by removing less critical information, such as openings (“when it comes to”), assumptions (“if you are looking for (...)”), or tips. P5 commented, he took a How-To video as a starting point, where details can be listed in supplementary materials or in a document. Therefore, it’s best to make a video right to the point and exclude supplementary instructions.

**7.2 Study I-2: Audience Survey**

To understand how general audience perceives the video quality, we conducted an online survey with two conditions, HowToCut’s default videos and the complete version as the baseline. We hypothesized that our default videos are easier to consume as it is more concise than a fully narrated version, which is similar to a conventional screen reader. We selected five tutorials from our results of different topics (see R1 to R5 in Table 3). Each survey included one random video from R1 to R5 of the two conditions. The video was played once, followed by the same list of five Likert-scale questions as used in Study I-1, an additional question about viewer’s familiarity with the topic of the video (Q6), and an optional text field for feedback. We distributed our online survey via multiple internal listservs for a wider range of audience that included professionals.
of all roles in our organization. Participants did not receive any monetary incentive for survey completion.

We received 93 unique responses to the online survey. Each condition was reviewed by at least 43 participants, and each tutorial was reviewed by at least 22 participants due to randomization. We analyzed the data based on bootstrap method [40]. Similar to Study I-1 with DIY expert, participants from general audiences agreed that the videos were easy to follow (ave=4.16 and 3.59 to Q1 of the default videos and the baseline respectively). They could understand the instructions (ave=4.385 and 4.198 to Q2) and were positive about the pace (Q3), the video length (Q4), and the amount of content (Q5) with ratings over 3. Survey responses from participants indicated no statistically significant difference between the two conditions to our hypothesis. Although we were not able to conclude if the audience preferred either condition, participants were positive in the video quality and provided encouraging comments: “it doesn’t look like an automatically generated video.”, “if this is a machine generated how-to video from a written recipe, that would be pretty cool!”, and “it was very simple, easy-to-understand, and efficient!”

### 7.3 Study II: Tutorial Following

To further investigate if our automatically-generated videos with navigation control could help users follow a task, we conducted an within-subject remote interview study with 8 DIY enthusiasts.

#### 7.3.1 Study Design

Similar to Study I, we sent an invitation to internal interest groups of over 10,000 recipients. We received 40 sign-ups and selected 8 participants (4 females) of various professionals who did not join our prior studies. All of them had followed at least five tutorials in the past three months. We provided the same amount of incentive ($25) as Study I-1 for an 60-minute session.

#### Materials

We selected two tutorials that utilize objects that are widely available at home but require unique skills and can be completed on a tabletop, including (S1) How to Tie a Bandana Like a Headband, which uses a bandana or a towel, and (S2) How to Build a Tower of Cards, which uses a deck of playing cards. These tutorials were from the same source as Study I (wikiHow) to provide consistent quality for comparison (see Table 3).

#### Conditions

We provided two conditions, a step-by-step document as a baseline and our UI. We removed advertising and hyperlinks from the source tutorials and presented all steps in an linear, top-down format as the baseline. Each step shows the step image or looped video, next to its step number, title, and supportive text instructions. The control condition provides HowToCut’s UI with the same functionality as shown in Figure 3, except for the user voice input that we chose not to evaluate in the remote setting.

#### Procedure

We counterbalanced the tutorials and conditions. For each condition, we started with a warm-up task to help participants familiarize with the UI. We then provided the link to the tutorial task and asked them to complete within 10 minutes. Participants could choose to end the task early after at least two attempts of the steps. We logged the UI interaction traces. Then, we asked participants to verbally answer five 5-point Likert-scale questions in terms of the tutorial quality, components, and their preferences. After completing both tasks and ratings, we asked their thoughts on whether the HowToCut video was human edited at the scale from 1 to 10. Each session ended with a discussion and a questionnaire.

#### 7.3.2 Results

All the participants walked through the tutorials of both formats and provided valuable feedback. They commented the advantages of HowToCut as: “brings the clarity of the tutorial steps” (P1), “the ability to choose the viewing format” (P4), “Step wise distinctions of the video, easier to navigate” (P7), and “I’m a visual learner, so it’s nice being able to see everything step by step visually” (P8). Below we summarized our findings.

#### HowToCut supported task following

Participants rated tutorials of both conditions useful and easy to follow (both $M = 5$). When being asked if they would use this tool again to follow a tutorial of any topic, all strongly agreed ($M = 5$) in the HowToCut condition, compared to the baseline $M = 4$. Participants provided the same rating in the favor of HowToCut over conventional video platforms ($M = 5$) and static tutorials ($M = 5$).

We observed strategies across participants to review and follow tutorials using different formats. In the baseline condition, participants all glanced through the document from the first step to the end. Then, they scrolled back to Step 1 and started performing the steps one by one. Half of them read the text aloud. In the HowToCut condition, all participants played the videos from the beginning to the end. Six of them directly performed the task when watching. For the task S1, two of the four participants completed the task along with the one-minute video without replay. The other two participants clicked one to five steps to confirm their progress. For S2, all anchored back to the step of their current progress after the video ended. They reviewed the specific step, followed instructions, and proceeded to replay the following steps one by one.

With the continuous video and a voiceover, HowToCut allowed participants to focus on task following. Participants explained that for complicated tasks (such as S2), HowToCut’s UI was useful as it “allows me to know where I’m at when I came back to the computer after finishing that step” (P1). We did not observe significant differences of task completion time between the two conditions.

**Voiceover played an important role.** Participants found the voiceover helpful ($M = 4$). P8 specifically commented that “it slows
me down to digest everything necessary” where the voiceover reminded him to “place about 1 cm of space between them (the cards)”, which he might have missed from reading the text. Similar to Study I-1, the voiceover allowed participants to focus on the video frames to see the actions. When following a task, the voiceover further allowed them to receive instructions while working on the project. These findings align with prior studies that suggested the importance of narrated tutorials [50], step hierarchy [48], and voice control [6]. In addition, we observed that a long voiceover break (i.e., $d_{v Workplace} \geq d_{V O}$) led participants to pause the video. The final step of S2 showed a 15-second video segment, but the voiceover only covered 2 seconds (“Finally, finished,”) as the source tutorial did not contain more text instructions. P5 suggested adding background music, which is a common practice for instructional videos.

Other remarks. Participants agreed that it is best to avoid including every detail from a document in the video, which aligns with what we observed in the formative video study (see Section 3). A tutorial should provide an overview of the task, while providing easy-to-access tips when learners need more information. For example, with step 2 in S2, all the participants went back to the tutorial after one to more attempts in both conditions. It is important to allow viewers to have full control of the instructional details. HowToCut’s UI helped participants anchor back to the step and reveal the full video or text instructions.

Finally, participants supposed that the HowToCut video was human-edited ($M = 7.5$ at the 10-point scale, where six participants rated above 6.) P1 explained, “I thought the video was from YouTube! I was so focused on the task and did not notice anything mechanic. The voiceover was quite good.” P6 commented, “I'm surprised by the quality if this is automatically generated. I'd surely want to use this tool again.”

8 DISCUSSION AND OPPORTUNITIES

Overall, we received positive feedback on video quality and presentation from study participants. DIY enthusiasts found HowToCut useful to capture the instructions and follow a task. General audience found HowToCut’s videos easy to watch and could understand the instructions, even to an unfamiliar topic. Below we describe the opportunities of our approach for instructional video creation from a document.

Quality of the source document. Our current pipeline relies on a quality source tutorial. It requires an annotated step-by-step structure, sufficient text and visual materials, and clear text instructions. Although we mainly present content from wikiHow in this paper thanks to wikiHow’s permission, we have tested tutorials from other platforms and observed similar results. However, we acknowledged limitations of our approach. For a step that lacks of visual assets, HowToCut does not automatically fill the visual gap using stock assets or supporting materials linked from a tutorial. In addition, when a step video contains multiple shots, HowToCut does not align the voiceover with the exact actions or objects as human editors often optimize. We suggest that further integration could improve the tutorial presentation.

Navigation control and personalization. HowToCut provides a step-based video navigation that could enhance existing video platforms. Participants looked for more video controls, including playback speed adjustment (Study II-P2) and voiceover character (Study I-P10) given the tutorial context. Given different goals and context, tutorial followers may prefer more personalized experiences that reveal content in a format based on their needs or experiences. We suggest future research considering user expertise and preferences for interactive tutorial consumption.

Support international languages. Finally, we look forward to extending HowToCut to multiple languages to reach more audience. Existing tutorial platforms have devoted increasing efforts in content translation [53]. Recent advancement in translation techniques also makes it possible to synthesize a document in another language [28]. As translation can lead to a voiceover of different lengths, we suggest that our approach of automatic video editing is flexible to handle such an input. All in all, we aim to support people of different learning preferences and needs and make information accessible and useful.

9 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we described an automatic approach that converts a Markdown-formatted multimedia tutorial to instructional videos, which present a step-by-step procedure with synthesized voiceover and images or videos. Our method extracts the structural content in a document based on its Markdown annotation. Our pipeline makes automatic video editing decisions that consider the information load. It selects and converts text instructions into a voiceover, with a timed presentation of images, video clips, and text overlays. Using Computer Vision techniques, we reframe videos to allow detailed verbal instructions. We provide a user interface for tutorial followers to navigate the instructional content via GUI and voice input. We describe common principles and editing strategies learned from an analysis of 125 web tutorials and their videos that we confirmed with professional video producers. Through studies with 20 participants and an online survey with 93 responses, we evaluated our automatically-generated videos and found that our method was able to effectively create informative videos from a tutorial document for task review and completion.
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